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ABSTRACT

1

Serverless computing is gaining popularity for machine learning
(ML) serving workload due to its autonomous resource scaling, easy
to use and pay-per-use cost model. Existing serverless platforms
work well for image-based ML inference, where requests are homogeneous in service demands. That said, recent advances in natural
language processing could not fully benefit from existing serverless
platforms as their requests are intrinsically heterogeneous.
Batching requests for processing can significantly increase ML
serving efficiency while reducing monetary cost, thanks to the
pay-per-use pricing model adopted by serverless platforms. Yet,
batching heterogeneous ML requests leads to additional computation overhead as small requests need to be “padded” to the same
size as large requests within the same batch. Reaching effective
batching decisions (i.e., which requests should be batched together
and why) is non-trivial: the padding overhead coupled with the
serverless auto-scaling forms a complex optimization problem.
To address this, we develop Multi-Buffer Serving (MBS), a framework that optimizes the batching of heterogeneous ML inference
serving requests to minimize their monetary cost while meeting
their service level objectives (SLOs). The core of MBS is a performance and cost estimator driven by analytical models supercharged
by a Bayesian optimizer. MBS is prototyped and evaluated on AWS
using bursty workloads. Experimental results show that MBS preserves SLOs while outperforming the state-of-the-art by up to 8 ×
in terms of cost savings while minimizing the padding overhead by
up to 37 × with 3 × less number of serverless function invocations.

Serverless computing is widely adopted for data analytics [6, 33]
and machine learning (ML) [3–5, 15, 35, 43, 44, 77] tasks including
training [16, 28, 37, 77] and inference serving [3, 81], thanks to
the attractive pay-per-use pricing model and autonomic resource
provisioning. Recent work shows that the serverless paradigm can
serve bursty ML inference workloads in a cost effective manner
while meeting service level objectives (SLOs) for image recognition
tasks with deterministic request sizes and service demands [3]. In
recent years, ML is being widely adopted in natural language processing (NLP), including language translation, speech recognition,
text to speech, and speech to text conversion. Such applications
have request sizes equal to a word, sentence, paragraph, or even an
entire document, resulting in heterogeneous service demands.
Cloud computing is the most common choice for serving ML
workloads thanks to the on-demand resource availability and flexible pricing (cost) model [62]. During the inference serving stage
of the ML development life cycle, trained models are deployed
in a cloud environment for classification or prediction. ML inference serving workloads often demonstrate sudden variations in
the arrival intensities (known as bursty arrivals [17, 18]) which
requires dynamic resource provisioning to meet SLOs. Cloud service providers such as Amazon AWS [63], Microsoft Azure [50],
and Google cloud [66] offer Virtual Machines (VMs), container as
a service (CaaS), and function as a service (FaaS, also known as
serverless) for ML inference workloads. When the above options
are used for serving ML inference workloads, drawbacks exist: barebone VMs do not provide dynamic load balancing, CaaS requires a
manual selection of appropriate VMs from hundreds of different
options, and serverless can result in high monetary cost [81].
Serverless is gaining popularity for serving ML inference workloads due to its automated resource management (e.g., scaling,
monitoring) and simple application deployment logic [8]. Users
only need to provide a trigger event (e.g., HTTP requests, database uploads), the execution function, and the memory capacity of
the serverless instance. The computing capacity and networking
performance is automatically scaled using the memory capacity
configuration. Serverless supports fast auto-scaling of the number
of instances, which helps fulfill the fast changing resource demands
when serving bursty inference workloads. During time periods
of intense arrivals, instances are transparently created to accommodate workload demands. During low arrival intensity periods
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INTRODUCTION

instances are scaled down and the serverless paradigm provides significant cost savings thanks to its pay-per-use cost model. Still, one
of the main reservations for adopting serverless for ML inference
serving is its higher price, despite the pay-per-use model.
To address the above challenges, recent works [3, 38, 46] propose
serving ML inference workloads using dynamic batching, which
processes requests in bulk to increase system throughput via parallelization. Dynamic batching adjusts batching parameters (batch
size, batch timeout) and memory allocation according to changes
in workload intensity. The main benefits of dynamic batching for
serving ML inference workloads in a serverless setting come from
(i) the reduction of the number of function invocations and (ii) the
reduction of the service time of requests due to execution parallelism. Dynamic batching results in significantly cheaper costs as
the pricing model of serverless is based on the number of function
invocations and the length of each function call [61].
While dynamic batching approaches are effective for serving
homogeneous ML inference workloads, they fall short when serving heterogenous workloads (i.e., requests with different serving
demands) such as in NLP. Our experiments illustrate that for heterogeneous workloads, dynamic batching results in soaring monetary
costs and increased request latencies. To solve this problem, we
identify three key challenges.
(1) Processing a batch requires all requests within a batch to have
the same size. Thus creating a batch with requests in different sizes requires padding, typically achieved by adding zeros
to smaller requests. This results in additional computations
that can lead to longer inference latency, resource waste, and
increased monetary cost. Therefore, it is critical for batching
decisions to be aware of padding overheads. One solution to
control the padding overhead is by separating requests by size,
i.e., by aiming to batch together requests of similar size.
(2) Conventional load balancing methods are designed for systems
that are fundamentally different to the serverless paradigm.
Typical load balancing methods [83] do not consider the performance implications of padding. More importantly, serverless
platforms target a “queueless” design by automatically launching new instances when more requests are present.
(3) The optimization space is prohibitively large due to the many
control factors and the complex relationships among them. For
the homogeneous workload case, only the batching parameters
(batch size, batch timeout) and memory size need to be optimized. In the heterogeneous workload case, we also need to
optimize how requests are to be “grouped" together (i.e., the
number of buffers where requests of “similar" size accumulate
for batching, this number may change according to workload
conditions) as well as how to route batched requests to serverless instances.
To address the above challenges, we develop Multi-Buffer Serving1 (MBS), a framework for serving heterogeneous ML inference
workloads with SLO guarantees on serverless platforms. The core
of MBS is an analytical model for batching that is aware of the
effect of padding overhead on request latency and serverless cost.
To address the large optimization space challenge, particularly due
to the number of buffers and routing decisions, we supercharge

the analytical model with a Bayesian optimizer. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of MBS, we prototype it atop AWS Lambda and
use DeepSpeech, a popular NLP application, for its evaluation. We
validate the adaptability of MBS under varying workload intensities
and different request size distributions. MBS achieves up to 8 ×
cost savings with SLO guarantees compared to the state-of-the-art
methods by minimizing the padding overhead by up to 37 × with
3 × less number of function invocations.

2

MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we discuss challenges that surface when processing bursty and heterogeneous ML workloads using the serverless
paradigm. Our discussion centers on the performance (i.e., request
latency and monetary cost) of the state-of-the-practice and the stateof-the-art techniques and presents opportunities for improvements.
We motivate the need for a new framework that can minimize the
cost of serving modern ML workloads.

2.1

Bursty ML Workloads

Burstiness is an inherent characteristic of real-world workloads
[79], thus performance models need to account for it for accuracy
[48, 49]. Major cloud providers (e.g., Amazon AWS [63], Microsoft
Azure [50], and Google Cloud [66]) offer Machine-Learning-as-aService (MLaaS) to support the scalable execution of ML inference
requests that arrive in bursts. Amazon SageMaker [60], an example
of such services, allows users to choose when and how much their
applications should scale to accommodate all incoming requests.
Users are responsible for (i) choosing the computational resources
(among hundreds of potential configurations with varying computational capabilities and costs) that best adapt to the workload
characteristics, and (ii) selecting auto-scaling parameters that allow
the system to scale in or out properly. This makes it extremely
challenging for users without extensive expertise to optimize the
required parameters for efficient auto-scaling. Moreover, the slow
scaling speed of VM-based MLaaS solutions makes their adoption
impractical for serving bursty ML workloads within a given SLO [3].
Different frameworks are proposed [3, 32, 81] to overcome the
limitations of state-of-the-practice solutions. State-of-the-art approaches leverage serverless computing (i.e., a pay-per-use cloud
paradigm that intrinsically supports auto-scaling) to serve bursty
ML workloads. While these frameworks work efficiently with requests whose service demand is homogeneous (e.g., models that
require fixed-length feature vectors or fixed-length sequences), they
perform poorly with heterogeneous workloads (see Section 4) since
they are not aware of the service demand difference among requests
and the batching overhead caused by the request size difference.

2.2

Heterogeneous ML Inference Requests

Modern real-world applications are characterized by heterogeneous
workloads [7, 82], i.e., requests with different service demands. In
this paper, we consider ML inference requests with different service demands due to their size, i.e., large inference requests take
longer to be processed by the ML model. Inference requests with
different size are observed in many ML workloads, e.g., TED-LIUM
dataset [69] and Speech Accent [75], two NLP workloads, The former consists of audio files totaling 112 hours of Ted talks from

1 https://github.com/Iam-ahsan/MBS
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different speakers, the latter is built from 177 individuals pronouncing words and sentences with different accents. The probability
density function (PDF) of their request size is shown in Figures 1(a)
and 1(b), respectively, where the x-axis represents the request size
in KB and the y-axis shows the probability of observing such a request size in the considered dataset. Graph Neural Network (GNN)
applications such as graph classification [42], node classification
[22, 39], or link prediction [71] also exhibit similar characteristics
with varying number of nodes and edges in each graph. The variability of the request size and, as a consequence, the request service
demand pose new challenges during the serving process, especially
when requests are executed in batches as done by state-of-the-art
approaches [3, 24].
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is depicted in Figure 2 where (no) batching solutions are visualized for workloads with low and high request size variability. If
request size variability is low, processing all requests separately,
Figure 2(a), generates inefficiencies that lead to long latency and
high monetary cost. Instead, when requests are batched and processed together, Figure 2(c), the padding overhead is negligible
while performance and monetary cost improvements are well visible. If request size variability is high, it might be more beneficial
to process each request individually, Figure 2(b), since the effect of
padding overhead on the request latency is no longer negligible. Improvements observed by batching requests together are not worth
the longer latency due to padding overhead, Figure 2(d). Batching
heterogeneous ML requests is a non-trivial task, an approach that
wisely chooses which requests should be batched (based on their
size) is crucial to get the benefits of batching without observing the
performance deterioration due to padding overhead.
Figure 3 shows the impact of batching requests for a GNN in a
community detection application [22] using the Cora dataset [76].
Figure 3(a) shows the service demand for processing a GNN with
fixed edges to 1844 and number of nodes set to 474 and 1096. In
the Mixed case, graphs with 474 and 1096 nodes are processed
concurrently. When requests are served individually (i.e., the batch
size is 1), the service demand depends on the number of nodes in the
GNN. Otherwise, if the batch size is larger than 1, batching requests
improves performance. In the Mixed case for both experiments (that
results in heterogeneous requests), we note that all requests are
padded to the largest case and service demands are as long as those
observed for GNNs with the largest nodes or edges, see Figure 3(a)
and Figure 3(b), respectively.
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2.2.2 Buffers and Efficient Request Routing. Due to the stateless
nature of serverless functions, batching requests for parallel processing is challenging. Following [3], we deploy queues (i.e., buffers)
on a front-end server to hold requests that are batched together
before forwarding the batch to one of the available serverless functions. BATCH [3] uses only a single buffer to collect requests and
one serverless function to process batches. When serving heterogeneous workloads, a single buffer solution can incur high latency and
cost penalties and cause SLO violations as the time and monetary
cost required to process dummy information (i.e., padding overhead) can be quite high. On the other hand, deploying a dedicated
buffer and serverless function for each request size reduces batching opportunities and diminishes the benefits of batching (e.g., high
throughput and low latency [24]). To strike the balance between
batching opportunities and padding overhead, it is important to (i)
estimate the optimal number of buffers and serverless functions
required for processing the observed workload and (ii) route similar
requests to the same buffer.
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Figure 1: Request size probability density function.
Batching is a technique used for improving the throughput and
resource utilization of ML models during training and inference
phases [24]. It consists of grouping multiple requests to form a
batch and processing the batched requests in parallel. Batching is
easier to do during model training as it is an offline process, where
all the samples (and their attributes) to form the batch are known
and batches can be formed before starting the training phase. When
batching is used to process ML inference workloads on serverless
platforms [3], three parameters (i.e., batch size, timeout, and memory size) need to be tuned to optimize the inference phase. Specifically, the batch size is the maximum number of requests grouped in
a single batch, timeout is the maximum time that can be waited to
create a batch, and memory size is the amount of memory allocated
to a serverless function. If the workload is homogeneous (i.e., as
in [3]), inference requests are batched together according to their
arrival. Since only requests of the same size can be batched together
[52], workloads that are heterogeneous pose further challenges.

2.3

Optimization Space

Many parameters need to be tuned to optimize the processing of
bursty and heterogeneous ML workloads on serverless computing.
Specifically, one should consider: 1) the number of serverless functions (𝐹 ) and the routing strategy (𝑅) that minimize the padding
overhead and maximize batching opportunities; 2) the amount of
memory (𝑀) to allocate to instantiated functions such that the
SLO is not violated; 3) the batching configuration, i.e., batch size

2.2.1 Padding Overhead. Padding is the process of adding dummy
information to requests such that all requests of the batch obtain
the dimension of the largest request [57]. When ML models process
batches with padded requests, padding results in overhead that
can affect the latency and monetary cost of inference serving. This
3
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To address the aforementioned challenges we develop MBS. In
the following, we provide an overview of the proposed framework, introduce the optimization problem that drives MBS, describe
Bayesian optimization, and discuss the analytical model that determines the optimal system configuration.
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Figure 3: Impact of varying the number of nodes or edges
when requests are processed in batches of 1, 8, 16, 32, or 64.

Overview of MBS

An overview of MBS is shown in Figure 4. The main components of
MBS are Profiler, Optimizer, Router, and Buffers. Dashed lines show
the request workflow and solid ones the control flow.
ML inference requests submitted by users to the system 0 are
analyzed by the Profiler to extract their main attributes (i.e., arrival
intensity and request size distribution). Requests and their extracted
attributes are forwarded 1 to the Router and the Optimizer, respectively. Simultaneously, the user-defined SLO and the batch service
time (previously profiled, see Section 3.4.1) are communicated to
the Optimizer. The Optimizer solves the optimization problem of
Eq. (1) using Bayesian optimization (see Section 3.3) to reduce the
number of system configurations that are evaluated using the analytical model (see Section 3.4). The Optimizer provides the optimal
system configuration that allows to minimize the cost of serving
ML requests. This configuration is used 2 for instantiating the
optimal number of buffers and serverless functions, for setting the
maximum batch size and timeout of all Buffers, for allocating the
desired memory to each serverless function, and for guiding the
Router to forward requests to one of the available Buffers based on
the request size. After receiving the setting configuration, 3 the
Router directs user requests to Buffers by routing similar requests
to the same buffer to minimize their padding overhead while aiming for an equal load distribution across buffers. Once at a buffer,
requests are stored until the buffer reaches the maximum batch
size or until the time since the first request is stored exceeds the
timeout. As soon as one of the above conditions holds, the requests
stored in the buffer form a batch 4 that is sent to the serverless
function associated with the buffer (i.e., a buffer sends all its batches
to the function deployed with enough memory to serve the requests

(𝐵) and timeout (𝑇 ), which allows reducing the number of function invocations while meeting given performance requirements.
Profiling all possible configurations (i.e., 𝑅 × 𝐹 × 𝐵 × 𝑇 × 𝑀) to
solve an optimization problem characterized by these dimensions
is unfeasible. If every system configuration takes 𝑡 time units on
average to achieve statistical stability, the profiling cost would be
𝑅 × 𝐹 × 𝐵 ×𝑇 × 𝑀 ×𝑡 time units. Analytical approaches significantly
reduce the time needed to compute the performance and monetary
cost of each system configuration. However, the time required to
optimize a system may still be too long due to the size of all considered dimensions. Specifically, 𝐹 , 𝐵, and 𝑇 may grow to infinity since
cloud providers do not limit these parameters; 𝑅 depends on how
many functions are available and how much heterogeneous is the
considered workload; 𝑀 is finite (e.g., AWS Lambda allows choosing among 80 different memory capacities [61]), but more memory
configurations might be available in the future for serverless computing. This poses new challenges since analytical solutions cannot
be used to evaluate all possible system configurations (i.e., exhaustive search). We propose to supercharge analytical solutions with
Bayesian optimization, an approach that limits the search space by
early identifying promising system configurations.
4
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Figure 4: Design of MBS. Dashed and solid lines represent the data and control flows, respectively.
stored in that buffer). After the requests in the batch are processed
by the serverless function, inference results are sent 5 to users.

3.2

exhaustive search, Bayesian optimization finds the optimal point
(i.e., 𝑥®𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) which minimizes the function, 𝑓 (𝑥),
® by analyzing only a
finite number of system configurations (i.e., 𝑥® ∈ 𝑋 ), that is:

Problem Formulation: Multi-Buffer System

𝑥®𝑜𝑝𝑡 = arg min𝑥® ∈𝑋 𝑓 (𝑥).
®

Here, we extend the optimization problem for homogeneous workloads that is first presented in [3] to support heterogeneous workloads and multi-buffers. MBS is driven by Equation 1, which minimizes the monetary cost of serving ML requests with serverless
functions while meeting additional constraints. The cost depends
on the maximum batch size and timeout of each buffer (i.e., 𝐵® and
𝑇®, respectively), as well as on the memory allocated to each server® The length of the three vectors is equal to
less function (i.e., 𝑀).
the number of instantiated buffers and serverless functions, i.e.,
® = ∥𝑇® ∥ = ∥ 𝑀® ∥ = 𝐾.
∥ 𝐵∥
minimize
subject to

® 𝑇®, 𝑀)
®
Costrequest (𝐵,
𝐹𝑅−1 (𝑖/100) ≤ SLO
𝐾≥1
𝐵𝑘 ≥ 1
𝑇𝑘 > 0 msec
128MB ≤ 𝑀𝑘 ≤ 10240 MB,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

In this paper, 𝑥® is a vector containing all parameters of a config® 𝑇®, and 𝑀),
® 𝑋 is the set of all possible configurauration (i.e., 𝐵,
tions, and the function 𝑓 is the optimization function in Eq. (1), i.e.,
Costrequest . Bayesian optimization leverages an acquisition function,
which depends on the knowledge obtained from the prior belief, to
choose the new point 𝑥® (i.e., number of buffers, maximum batch
size, timeout, and allocated memory) to be considered next [14].
Specifically, the MBS implementation of Bayesian optimization assumes a Gaussian process prior and adopts the Upper Confidence
Bound (UCB) acquisition function2 . A Gaussian process [59] is a
stochastic process for which any combination of random variables
(i.e., x = {𝑥®𝑖 : 𝑥®𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 }) follows a Gaussian distribution defined by a
mean function, 𝜇 (x), and a variance function, 𝜎 2 (x). UCB [74] is an
acquisition function that minimizes the regret, i.e., the difference
between the return obtained with the optimal policy and the one
achieved with the policy suggested by the acquisition function. For
this purpose, UCB selects the next point to evaluate by moving
from exploration (i.e., take the action with more uncertainty) when
the knowledge is small, to exploitation (i.e., take the action that
looks the best) when the knowledge increases, as [11]:

(1)

The additional constraints are: (a) 𝑖% of requests are served
within a user-defined SLO, (b) at least one buffer and one serverless
function are instantiated, (c) the maximum batch size, (d) buffer
timeout, and (e) the memory allocated to each serverless function (between 128 MB and 10 GB, i.e., values accepted by AWS
Lambda [61]). Eq. (1) defines an infinite search space, thus it is not
practical to solve this problem via exhaustive search. Instead, we
propose to use an analytical model that relates the system configurations (i.e., number of buffers and serverless functions 𝐾, the
maximum batch size 𝐵𝑘 , buffer timeout 𝑇𝑘 , and memory allocated to
each function 𝑀𝑘 ) to the latency distribution and the monetary cost
of requests. To further power the analytical model, we use Bayesian
optimization by evaluating only a small share of all points [73] to
solve Eq. (1).

3.3

(2)

𝑥®𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝜇 (𝑥® |x) − 𝜅 · 𝜎 (𝑥® |x),

(3)

where 𝜅 can be tuned to prefer exploitation to exploration. We refer
the interested reader to [12, 29, 73] for further details.

3.4

Analytical Model

We describe the analytical model used by MBS to compute the request latency distribution, 𝐹𝑅 (𝑡) = 𝑃 (𝑅 ≤ 𝑡), and the monetary
cost of serving ML inference requests using a serverless platform,
Cost𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 . The model leverages Markovian Arrival Processes
(MAPs) that capture the performance implications of workload
burstiness to accurately predict the relationship between the request latency distribution and the system configuration, i.e., the
number of buffers and serverless functions (𝐾), buffer parameters

Bayesian Optimization

MBS adopts Bayesian optimization [73] to contain the time required
to solve that optimization problem in Eq. (1) and power the analytical model, see Section 3.4 that is the core of MBS. Differently from

2 This

acquisition function is called Lower Confidence Bound in the context of minimization as in our case, see Eq. (1). However UCB is a standard term in the literature.
5
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1,1

ω2

3.4.1 Definitions. This section summarizes how MBS use MAPs
to model bursty workloads, the profiling of batch service times,
and the batch size. Typically, analytical models require as inputs
stochastic models that capture the arrival and service processes.
MAPs are widely used in the literature to capture burstiness in
arrivals [10, 18, 20, 53, 68], this is the approach that we follow here.
To model the service process, we extend the methodology presented
in [3] to address the challenges of heterogeneous requests. In the
following we give an overview of MAPs and the methodology used
in [3] to model homogeneous requests.
Arrival Process. MBS uses KPC-Toolbox [19] to fit the inter-arrival
time of each buffer with a MAP, a non-renewal stochastic process that models general distribution. A MAP(𝑚) is defined by two
𝑚 × 𝑚 matrices, D0 and D1: the former (a matrix with negative diagonal and non-negative off-diagonal elements) represents hidden
events, i.e., events that are not related to an arrival; the latter (a
non-negative matrix) represents observable events that correspond
to an arrival. The infinitesimal generator matrix Q of a MAP(𝑚) is
defined by matrices D0 and D1 as:
 D0


 0

Q = 
 0

 ..
 .
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(maximum batch size, 𝐵𝑘 , and timeout, 𝑇𝑘 ), and the memory allocated to each serverless function (𝑀𝑘 ). In the following, we provide
definitions to support the analytical model described in Section
3.4.2 that solves the optimization problem in Eq. (1).
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Figure 5: State space of a buffer 𝑘 [3] in MBS, whose arrival
process is defined by the MAP(2) in Eq. (5).
time distribution of batches. Indeed, the maximum batch size does
not have an upper-bound, the request size depends on the analyzed
scenario, and AWS allows allocating from 128 MB to 10 GB (in 1
MB increments) to a serverless function. MBS adopts a lightweight
profiling approach to profile the batch service time of only a few
configurations and estimates missing points through regression.
Since the batch service time of machine learning inference is typically deterministic [80] for fixed memory, maximum batch size,
and request size, the lightweight profiling strategy allows obtaining
accurate results in a short time.
Batch Size Distribution. MBS must compute the request latency
distribution to guarantee that the user-defined SLO is met. Since
the service time of a batch (and its requests) depends on the batch
size, MBS derives the batch size distribution (i.e., the number of
requests collected by a buffer 𝑘 within its timeout 𝑇𝑘 ) for all buffers
in the system. Since no more than 𝐵𝑘 requests can be collected in a
buffer 𝑘 (i.e., 𝐵𝑘 is the maximum batch size of a buffer 𝑘), the arrival
process of the 𝑘-th buffer is defined by the 2𝐵𝑘 × 2𝐵𝑘 matrix:

(4)

 D0 D1





.
.
..
..


Q̂ = 
(6)
.

D0 D1 


0 

The probability that there are 0 < 𝑛 ≤ 𝐵𝑘 requests in the buffer 𝑘
at time 𝑇𝑘 and its arrival process is in phase 𝜙 = {1, 2} is:

Here, the arrival process of each buffer is modeled by a MAP(2) (i.e.,
a two-state map) defined by matrices:


−(𝜆1 + 𝜆12 + 𝜔 1 )
𝜔1
D0 =
and
𝜔2
−(𝜆2 + 𝜆21 + 𝜔 2 )
(5)


𝜆1 𝜆12
D1 =
,
𝜆21 𝜆2

𝜋® (𝑇𝑘 ) = 𝜋® (0)𝑒 Q̂𝑇𝑘 ,

where 𝜔 1 and 𝜔 2 are rates of exponential distributions at which the
process changes its phase, 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are the arrival rates observed
during each phase, and 𝜆12 and 𝜆21 are rates at which requests
arrive while the phase changes simultaneously. The state space of
a buffer 𝑘 whose arrival process is defined by the MAP(2) in Eq. (5)
is shown in Figure 5. Each state (𝑖, 𝑗) represents the buffer when
𝑖 requests are collected and the arrival process is in phase 𝜙 = 𝑗,
with 𝑗 = {1, 2} since the arrival process is defined by a MAP(2).
The number of requests concurrently stored in a buffer 𝑘 is larger
than 0 (i.e., the buffer state is monitored after the first request of a
batch arrives and the timeout, 𝑇𝑘 , starts) and smaller than 𝐵𝑘 (i.e.,
the maximum batch size of the buffer).
Batch Service Time. MBS needs the service time distribution
of batches (besides the user-defined SLO, the load intensity, and
the request size distribution) to find the system configuration that
solves Eq. (1). Such information is retrieved empirically through
profiling. Exhaustive profiling is not appropriate due to the enormous search space (defined by the maximum batch size, memory,
and request size) that must be considered when profiling the service

(7)

where 𝜋® (𝑇𝑘 ) = {𝜋𝑛,𝜙 (𝑇𝑘 )} is the state space vector at time 𝑇𝑘 ,
𝜋® (0) is the initial state probability vector, and 𝑒 Q̂𝑇𝑘 is the matrix
exponential:
∞
∑︁
𝑇𝑖
(8)
𝑒 Q̂𝑇𝑘 =
𝑄ˆ 𝑖 · 𝑘 .
𝑖!
𝑖=0
Í2
Aggregating 𝜋® (𝑇𝑘 ) over all phases 𝜙, i.e., 𝜙=1
𝜋𝑛,𝜙 (𝑇𝑘 ), we derive
the probability that 𝑛 requests are in buffer 𝑘 at time 𝑇𝑘 .
The initial state probability vector, 𝜋® (0), defines the probability
that the arrival process of buffer 𝑘 is in phase 𝜙 when the first
request of a batch is stored. Although there are 2𝐵𝑘 elements in 𝜋® (0),
only 𝜋1,1 (0) and 𝜋1,2 (0) may be non-zero and 𝜋1,1 (0) + 𝜋 1,2 (0) = 1,
i.e., when the buffer timeout starts at time 𝑡 = 0, only one request
is in the buffer and the arrival process is either in phase 𝜙 = 1 or in
phase 𝜙 = 2. 𝜋® (0) is computed by deriving the average arrival rate
of each phase of the arrival process, 𝜆® = (𝜆1, 𝜆2 ), as:


𝜔2
𝜔1
𝜆® =
,
× D1,
(9)
𝜔1 + 𝜔2 𝜔1 + 𝜔2
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𝜔

𝜙
where 𝜔 1 +𝜔
, for 𝜙 = {1, 2}, is the probability to be in phase 2 or 1,
2
respectively. The average rate of phase 𝜙 is divided by the expected
batch size as:
𝜆𝜙

,
𝛼𝜙 =
(10)
min 𝐵𝑘 , 𝜆𝜙 · 𝑇𝑘 + 1

generates a large number of requests in a short time. Specifically,
MBS derives the probability, 𝑝𝑛 (𝛾), that a batch of size 𝑛 ≤ 𝐵𝑘 has
a composition 𝛾 ∈ Γ(𝐶𝑘 , 𝑛), where 𝐶𝑘 is a set containing all request
classes routed to a buffer 𝑘 by the Router. Γ(𝐶𝑘 , 𝑛) is another set
which contains the ∥𝐶𝑘 ∥𝑛 permutations (i.e., compositions) of a
batch of size 𝑛, where ∥𝐶𝑘 ∥ is the cardinality of 𝐶𝑘 . The probability,
𝜌¯𝑐𝑘 , that a request of class 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑘 is included in a batch of size 𝑛 is:

and the probability that the arrival process is in phase 𝜙 = {1, 2}
when the first request of a batch arrives to the buffer is:
𝛼𝜙
𝜋 1,𝜙 (0) =
.
(11)
𝛼1 + 𝛼2

𝜌𝑐𝑛
𝜌¯𝑐𝑛 = Í
.
𝑛 𝜌𝑐𝑛

(12)

∑︁

(13)

Specifically,

3.4.2 Modeling Heterogeneous Requests. This section extends the
analytical model in [3] to tackle new challenges that are faced while
serving ML applications and their heterogeneous requests (i.e., we
assume 𝐶 types of requests). Specifically, we describe in detail how
MBS determines the number of buffers (and serverless functions,
𝐾) that will serve inference requests, the routing strategy used to
distribute incoming requests to available buffers, and models for
request latency and monetary cost used to solve Eq. (1).
Request Size Distribution. MBS derives the request size distribution by observing the system workload. The request size distribution
is critical since it is used to derive the optimal number of buffers
and their arrival process.
Number of Buffers. Determining the number of buffers to store incoming requests and create batches allows optimizing the monetary
cost and serving latency. MBS can serve each request individually
to reduce the latency or store all requests together (i.e., in a single
buffer, 𝐾 = 1) to facilitate the creation of large batches before the
timeout expires. Since one of the parameters determining the monetary cost of a serverless function is the number of invocations [62],
serving more requests in a single batch decreases the monetary
cost. This comes at the expense of a longer latency since the batch
service time increases with its size (i.e., the number of requests
included in the batch). On the contrary, smaller batches decrease
latency but increase monetary cost. The optimal number of buffers
(as well as other system parameters, i.e., maximum batch size, timeout, and allocated memory) is provided by Bayesian optimization
(see Section 3.3).
Routing Strategy. After solving the optimization problem in Eq. 1,
the Optimizer communicates the request routing strategy to the
Router. Routing depends on the number of instantiated buffers and
on the request sizes (types) observed by the Profiler. The routing
strategy i) equally splits incoming requests among all available
buffers and ii) routes requests of similar size to the same buffer. As
an example, assume that the Profiler classifies incoming requests
into three types (e.g., 70% small, 5% medium, and 25% large) and that
the Optimizer instantiates two buffers only. The Router redirects
half of the load to the first buffer and the other half to the second
one, while taking care of routing similar requests to the same buffer,
i.e., the first buffer serves only small requests and the second one
serves all other requests.
Request Service Time Distribution. When the number of request classes, 𝐶, is larger than the number of buffers, 𝐾, a batch
might be made of different request classes since requests with different characteristics (i.e., size) may be routed to the same buffer. MBS
computes the probability that a batch created by buffer 𝑘 is made
of specific request sizes using a Monte Carlo approach [47], which

𝜌𝑐𝑛 =

count(𝑐, 𝛾) · 𝑝𝑛 (𝛾),

𝛾 ∈Γ (𝐶𝑘 ,𝑛)

and count(𝑐, 𝛾) is the number of requests of class 𝑐 in a batch with
composition 𝛾.
Due to the request padding mechanism described in Section 1, the
service time of a batch depends on its size (𝑛) and its largest request
(𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 ). All requests batched with 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 spend the same amount of
time of 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 to be processed by the serverless function. Thus, MBS
computes the service time of a batch (and all its requests) using
the batch service time distribution obtained through lightweight
profiling, the batch size distribution as in Eq. (7), and the probability
of having a request 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 in a batch of size 𝑛, Eq. (12).
Latency and Cost CDF. After deriving the service time distribution of all request classes, 𝑆𝑐 , MBS computes the latency distribution of each class, i.e., 𝐹𝑅𝑐 (𝑡) = 𝑃 (𝑅𝑐 ≤ 𝑡), by adding the estimated
waiting time 𝑊𝑐 to the request service time. The waiting time is
computed as:

𝑊𝑐 =


0


 𝑇𝑘

𝑛





 min 𝑇𝑘 , 𝑛−1

𝜆ˆ

if 𝐵𝑘 = 1
if 𝑛 < 𝐵𝑘 ,
if 𝑛 = 𝐵𝑘

(14)

where 𝑛 is the size of the batch and 𝜆ˆ is the average arrival rate
that, for a MAP(2), is derived through Eq. (9) as:

 



𝜔2
𝜔1
1
1
𝜆ˆ = 𝜆® ×
=
,
× D1 ×
.
(15)
1
1
𝜔1 + 𝜔2 𝜔1 + 𝜔2
The service time of a batch with 𝑛 requests whose the largest one
has size is 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 , i.e., 𝑆 (𝑛, 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), is used to compute the monetary
cost for serving such a batch and its 𝑛 requests. Serving a batch
created with requests stored in a buffer 𝑘 costs [62]:
Cost𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝑆 (𝑛, 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) · 𝑀𝑘 · 𝐾1 + 𝐾2,

(16)

where 𝑀𝑘 is the memory allocated to the serverless function, 𝐾1
(i.e., 1.66667 · 10−5 $/GB-s) is the memory cost, and 𝐾2 (i.e., 2 · 10−7
$) is the invocation cost. The cost of each request in a batch of 𝑛
requests is derived from Eq. (16) as: Cost𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 = Cost𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ /𝑛.

4

EVALUATION

We analyze MBS using speech-to-text applications. After evaluating
the accuracy of the model, we study the performance of MBS under
various workload intensities and request size distributions.
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Experimental Setup

MBS prototype. We prototype MBS atop a single AWS EC2 instance (i.e., t2.xlarge) due to its small computational requirements.
MBS is placed between the request source and the serverless infrastructure. In this paper, the serverless platform of choice is AWS
Lambda [61]. However, MBS can operate and interact with any
serverless environment (e.g., Google Cloud [65], Azure [67]) as it
does not use any cloud provider specific feature. The main differences among these platforms are the underlying hardware capabilities and cost, which are the input of MBS.
Baseline Policies. We compare MBS to four different static scheduling policies and BATCH, the state-of-the-art approach [3]. The
three static policies use a fixed number of buffers (i.e., 8, 16, and 20)
to process heterogeneous ML inference requests. BATCH can serve
bursty inference workloads using the FaaS paradigm.
ML Applications and Request Size Distribution. The performance of MBS and baseline policies is evaluated with four heterogeneous workloads (i.e., TED-LIUM dataset [69], Speech Accent
[75], Bi-modal, and Random) whose PDFs are shown in Figure 1.
All bins of those PDFs have the same width, i.e., 4 KB. TED-LIUM
corpus (TL) [69] is a real-world NLP workload that consists of
audio files totaling 112 hours of read speech from different speakers. The size of its files varies from 12 KB to 144 KB, with mean
request size of 68.73 KB, and standard deviation of 20.19 KB. Another real-world workload is obtained from the Speech Accent (SA)
dataset [75] that consists of words and sentences pronounced by
177 individuals with different accents. Its request size distribution is
skewed toward small requests (i.e., mean request size is 475.26 KB
and standard deviation is 252 KB). We generate also two synthetic
workloads: Bi-modal (B) and Random (R). The former shows two
peaks (i.e., modes) in the PDF, one for small and the other for large
requests. The latter has different (random) probabilities for each
request size.
Bursty Workloads. We evaluate the performance of MBS using
two arrival traces: a real-world one from Twitter [64], see Figure
7(a), and a synthetic one, see Figure 9(a). The load intensity observed
in the Twitter trace over a period of 240 minutes varies between
1900 and 2500 req/min. The synthetic trace is used to evaluate
MBS in the presence of high and sudden request arrival patterns
as observed in Microsoft production traces [31], where the arrival
intensity varies by 50 ×. We generate the synthetic trace by scaling
the arrival intensity of the Twitter trace 4 × and 10 × to generate
alternating periods of sudden low/high arrival intensity.
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Figure 6: Model error distribution.
the x-axis) and the adopted request size distribution, the analytical model shows a small prediction error, i.e., the maximum error
observed is always less than or equal to 10%.

4.3

A Real-World Workload: Twitter Traces

In this section, we evaluate the effect of heterogeneous workloads
with arrivals driven by the Twitter trace, see Figure 7(a). To highlight the benefit of using MBS to serve ML inference requests in a
serverless environment, we compare the performance and cost of
the proposed framework with the baseline approaches.
4.3.1 Request Latency. The 95th percentile latency of ML inference requests obtained using MBS and other baselines is shown in
Figures 7(b) and 7(c) when the SLO (i.e., horizontal purple line) is
set to 300 and 500 msec, respectively. To evaluate how well MBS
adapts to variations in the request size distribution, we change the
size of processed requests every 60 minutes, i.e., Bi-modal up to
60 minutes, TED-LIUM from 60 to 120 minutes, Speech Accent
between 120 and 180 minutes, and Random until the end of the
experiment, see the x-axis of Figure 7(a) where vertical red lines
show the time at which the request size distribution changes. All
considered approaches always meet the SLO independently of its
value and the request size distribution as depicted in Figures 7(b)
and 7(c). MBS stays closer to the SLO than other approaches, i.e.,
it uses the available resources in a more judicious manner. The
only exception is observed with the Speech Accent request size
distribution (i.e., from 120 to 180 minutes) for both SLO values,
when BATCH performs as well as or better than MBS.

Model Validation

We investigate the accuracy of the analytical model presented in
Section 3.4 by predicting the latency of ML inference requests
executed on AWS Lambda [61]. We compute the error as:

4.3.2 Number of Buffers. The number of buffers instantiated over
time by MBS to optimize the cost of serving ML inference requests
with serverless computing is shown in Figure 7(d) for both SLO
values. Based on the observed request size distribution and load
intensity, MBS changes the number of buffers used for collecting
inference requests to minimize the monetary cost of the system
while meeting the given SLO. With stringent SLOs, MBS instantiates
a large number of buffers to generate small batches of requests that
are processed in a short time. Loose SLOs allow MBS to prioritize
the monetary cost over the performance as a few buffers are used
to create large (and slow) batches.

|𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐴𝑊 𝑆 |
· 100,
(17)
𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐴𝑊 𝑆
where 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 is the request latency predicted by the analytical model and 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐴𝑊 𝑆 is the latency observed to process the
request on AWS Lambda. Figure 6 shows the error (y-axis) made
by the proposed model when the arrival intensity of requests is
driven by the real-world trace (i.e., Twitter). Independently of the
number of buffers used by MBS to store incoming requests (see
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =
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Figure 7: Twitter trace (a), the request latency provided by MBS and baseline frameworks when SLO=300 msec (b) and SLO=500
msec (c), and the number of buffers used by MBS for both SLOs (d).
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Figure 8: Performance of MBS and baseline policies to serve ML inference requests whose arrival process is defined by the
Twitter trace and the SLO is set to 300 and 500 msec.
4.3.3 Number of Invocations. By adjusting the number of buffers,
serverless functions, and timeout to the workload changes, MBS
optimizes the number of invocations to serverless functions, i.e.,
one of the parameters which contribute to the monetary cost of
serverless computing, see Eq. (16). Figures 8(a) and 8(e) depict the
number of functions called by all approaches when the SLO is set
to 300 and 500 msec, respectively. These results show that MBS
reduces the number of invocations of serverless functions when
compared to other approaches. Since MBS instantiates more buffers
when the SLO is strict, the number of function calls is larger when
SLO = 300 msec.

collected in a single buffer and batched together independently of
their size. Other policies that use a fixed number of buffers have
less overhead than BATCH. Using multiple buffers allows routing
incoming requests to different serverless functions and batches
are created using only similar requests that are collected in the
same buffer. This means that when the number of buffers increases
the observed overhead is small since grouping together identical
requests allows creating batches without padding requests. MBS
shows the smallest padding overhead when 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 msec, overhead is slightly higher than with 16 and 20 buffers if the SLO is
set to 500 msec. This is due to MBS preferring a smaller number of
invocations, see Figure 8(e), to a smaller padding overhead in order
to optimize the monetary cost.

4.3.4 Padding Overhead. The padding overhead of MBS and baselines is shown as a percentage of additional processed information
in Figures 8(b) and 8(f) for 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 msec and 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec,
respectively. BATCH is the framework which shows the largest
overhead since it is not aware of heterogeneity, requests are all

4.3.5 Memory Allocation. A serverless function with high memory
allocation can process a request in a short time but the amount of
9
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allocated memory is proportional to the monetary cost of serverless functions, see Eq. (16). Hence, we compare the distribution of
memory allocated to serverless functions by MBS and baselines
when the SLO is set to 300 and 500 msec, see Figures 8(c) and 8(g),
respectively. The two figures show the allocated memory (in MB)
on the x-axis and its distribution (i.e., CDF) on the y-axis. MBS always allocates less memory than all other approaches and achieves
to minimize the monetary cost while meeting the given SLO.

4.4.4 Padding Overhead. The padding overhead of MBS and other
approaches is depicted in Figures 10(b) and 10(f) for 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 and
𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec, respectively. When the SLO is set to 300 msec,
MBS is the approach that allows minimizing the request padding.
For 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec, MBS performs worse than the static approach
using 20 buffers. However, the padding overhead alone is not a sign
of bad performance. As observed also for the Twitter trace, MBS
prefers a high padding overhead to significantly reduce the number
of invocations, see Figure 10(e).

4.3.6 Monetary Cost. The monetary cost of serving ML inference
requests with serverless computing by using MBS and other approaches is shown in Figures 8(d) and 8(h) for 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 msec and
𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec, respectively. For both SLO values, MBS shows
a 25% improvement on monetary cost comparing to others. Compared to BATCH, MBS enables 8 × and 7 × monetary cost saving for
𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 msec and 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec, respectively. MBS decreases
the monetary cost of the considered system by increasing batching opportunities, optimizing the padding overhead, and efficiently
using available resources (i.e., memory).

4.4

4.4.5 Memory Allocation. Figures 10(c) and 10(g) show the distribution of memory allocated by MBS and other static approaches
to serve ML requests with 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 and 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec, respectively. Also with large and sudden variations in the workload, MBS
outperforms other techniques.
4.4.6 Monetary Cost. Figures 10(d) and 10(h) show the monetary
cost of processing ML inference requests with serverless computing
and different serving frameworks when the SLO is set to 300 and 500
msec, respectively. Compared to static approaches, MBS provides
the smallest monetary cost even when the workload is subject to
sudden and high intensity variations.

Large and Sudden Load Variations

We evaluate the efficiency of MBS using synthetic workloads with
load intensity surges larger than those observed in the Twitter trace.
Figure 9(a) depicts the workload used for experiments shown in
this section over 360 minutes. The load intensity changes every
hour; during time frames 0–60 and 240–300 it is the same that is
observed in the Twitter trace. Time frames 120–180 and 300–360
show a 4 × larger intensity than previous than the Twitter one.
From 60 to 120 and from 180 to 240, the load intensity is 10 × larger.
Two request size distributions are considered with this workload,
i.e., TED-LIUM and Bi-modal.

4.5

Monetary Cost and SLO

The monetary cost of ML models is affected by the user-defined SLO
since looser performance requirements allow for greater savings. In
Figure 11, we investigate the effect of SLO on the monetary cost of
serving heterogeneous ML requests with BATCH and MBS. For this
purpose, we use the Twitter trace to drive the workload intensity
and we assume that the request size distribution is defined by the
Bi-modal function.
Results show that MBS always outperforms BATCH independently of the considered SLO. Specifically, MBS saves 4 × more than
BATCH to serve workloads with tight SLOs, i.e., less than 300 msec.
MBS is aware of the request size distribution and batches similar
requests together to minimize the monetary cost while meeting the
performance constraint. Instead, BATCH cannot distinguish among
different requests and, with tight SLOs, it serves all requests individually to meet the given SLO at the expense of a higher monetary
cost. When the SLO is relaxed (i.e., larger than 300 msec), BATCH
starts batching requests and processing them in parallel. Although
this is an inefficient batching since BATCH is unaware of request
size distribution and padding overhead, it allows a significant monetary cost reduction. However, MBS is still 2 to 3 times cheaper
than BATCH since it batches requests in such a way that padding
overhead (and the associated cost) is minimized.

4.4.1 Request Latency. Figures 9(b) and 9(c) show the 95th percentile latency of requests processed with MBS and other scheduling techniques when the SLO is set to 300 and 500 msec, respectively.
MBS keeps request latency consistently close to (and shorter than)
the SLO, independently of the load intensity and the request size
distribution. Overall, MBS outperforms all from latency perspective.
Other techniques cope only with SLO and load variations hence, although they do not violate the latency constraints and in some cases
they get closer to the SLO than MBS, the latency of requests served
with these strategies is generally far from the given constraint, i.e.,
available resources are wasted while serving ML requests.
4.4.2 Number of Buffers. MBS quickly adapts the number of deployed buffers to system conditions even with high and sudden
load variations. This is shown in Figure 9(d), where the number of
buffers used to collect ML requests for both SLO values is depicted
as a function of time. Similar to the Twitter trace, MBS instantiates
more buffers with a tighter SLO between 0 and 120 minutes.

4.6

MBS vs. Exhaustive Search

We evaluate how effectively MBS identifies the system configuration that minimizes the monetary cost and meets the given SLO.
For this purpose, we compare the performance of MBS with the one
obtained using an Exhaustive Search approach (i.e., the best system
configuration is selected among all possible ones). For this purpose,
we assume the Exhaustive Search approach has full knowledge of
workload intensity and request size distribution. This way, the Exhaustive Search approach always returns the system configuration
that minimizes the monetary cost of the system and meets the SLO.

4.4.3 Number of Invocations. As depicted in Figures 10(a) and 10(e)
for 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 and 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec, respectively, MBS minimizes
the number of function calls even when high and sudden surges
are observed in the workload. For 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 msec, MBS performs
as well as one of the static approaches (i.e., 8 buffers). Otherwise,
MBS is largely better than competitors.
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5

Figure 12 depicts the request latency distribution and the average
monetary cost of MBS and the Exhaustive Search approach when
they are used to control the workload in Figure 9(a) with different
SLOs. MBS generally serves ML inference requests with the same
(or very similar) latency of the Exhaustive Search approach, see
Figures 12(a) and 12(b) for 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 300 msec and 𝑆𝐿𝑂 = 500 msec,
respectively. In some cases (less than 5%), MBS serves requests faster
than Exhaustive Search due to MBS having no prior knowledge
of the workload intensity and the request size distribution. The
monetary cost of MBS and Exhaustive Search is comparable (i.e.,
the difference is less than 2% for both SLOs), see Figure 12(c).
Overall, MBS selects (close to) optimal system configurations
and provides results (i.e., request latency and monetary cost) that
are similar to the one of the Exhaustive Search approach. Thanks to
Bayesian Optimization, MBS detects the best system configuration
in a hundredth of the time taken by the Exhaustive Search approach.

RELATED WORK

Despite some limitations of the FaaS paradigm [2, 9, 40] (e.g., the
slow exchange of data between functions which leverage remote
storage [37, 45]), serverless computing has been recently adopted
for running applications such as live streaming [58], video processing [6], data processing [51, 55, 78], and IoT services [23]. Among
others, also machine learning applications have been deployed and
evaluated on serverless platforms [35] and recent work [41] aims
to facilitate the deployment of ML models on FaaS for users with
different expertise (e.g., statisticians and data scientists).
Training ML models (no inference) on serverless computing platforms presents many challenges and opportunities [28]. Carreira et
al. [15] analyze the feasibility of ML model training on serverless
platforms and propose a general framework architecture to tackle
the most immediate challenges. They also develop CIRRUS [16], a
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is SLO oblivious. In addition, cellular batching requires modifications within existing ML frameworks. Similarly, other approaches
have been proposed in [27, 34, 72] to improve the energy efficiency
or system utilization. However, these approaches either require
modification of the ML serving framework or do not take into
consideration the variation in workload intensity.
Different applications batch and process requests together to
improve the system performance, e.g., OLTP systems [25] and inmemory machine learning [70]. Stout [46] uses dynamic batching
to improve the throughput of cloud storage applications, but it only
works with performance average values (no distribution) and does
not allow users to define SLOs. Crankshaw et al. [24] adopt dynamic
batching for improving the performance of ML inference requests
and implement it in Clipper, a prediction service system that reduces ML inference latency. The exhaustive profiling strategy used
by Clipper to find optimal parameters (i.e., the batch size) makes
the framework unsuitable for serverless platforms whose workload
experiences sudden variations. Moreover, Clipper does not allow
controlling the memory size of serverless functions, and its reactive nature makes it unable to meet user-defined SLOs. Dynamic
batching is also implemented in GrandSLAm [38], a framework to
process microservice requests. This tool copes only with Poisson
distributed inter-arrival times and does not serve bursty workloads.
All main deep learning frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow [1], MXNet
[21], PyTorch [54]) support padding of requests with different size
that are batched together [30]. Pinheiro et al. [56] propose a dynamic padding strategy that adapts to the usage of smart home
networks. When low traffic is detected, padding is increased to maximize the request privacy. Padding is decreased when high traffic
is observed to reduce the overhead. MBS implements a padding
strategy that accounts for the largest request in each batch and
increases the size of smaller requests accordingly. This reduces the
padding overhead since smaller requests are padded based on the
largest request in the batch, not the largest one in the whole system.
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Figure 11: Monetary cost against different SLO values. The
arrival process is driven by the Twitter trace and the request
size distribution follows the Bi-modal function.
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Figure 12: Request latency CDF of the Exhaustive Search
approach and MBS, when SLO=300 msec (a) and SLO=500
msec (b). Average monetary cost of the two strategies (c).
framework that efficiently supports ML training and hyperparameter optimization. Wang et al. [77] propose SIREN, a framework
that reduces ML model training up to 44% when compared to traditional benchmarks executed on AWS EC2. Jiang et al. [37] proposes
LambdaML, a framework of ML training on serverless computing
along with an analytical model to evaluate the performance tradeoff of FaaS- and IaaS-based ML training. Differently from these
approaches, MBS aims to optimize the processing of heterogeneous
ML inference workloads on serverless platforms.
Elordi et al. [26] use MLPerf to benchmark deep neural network
inference on AWS Lambda. BARISTA [13] enables horizontal and
vertical scaling of serverless resources when they are employed to
process ML inference requests with a bursty arrival process. The
performance of BARISTA is not analyzed on public serverless systems. Zhang et. al [81] develop MArk, a framework that decreases
the cost of ML model inference by flanking IaaS instances with
serverless computing. MArk uses serverless resources to comply
with SLOs when workload variations are detected. However, it does
not promptly react to sudden workload changes that result in longer
latency tails. Ali et al. [3] propose BATCH to process bursty ML
inference requests. Their framework leverage serverless computing
and dynamic batching, but does not support multiclass workloads.
Jarachanthan et al. [36] implement AMPS-Inf, a framework that
enables model partitioning to increase the cost efficiency of model
inference in serverless computing. However, AMPS-Inf does not
provide any guarantee on tail latency and is not evaluated against
bursty workloads. Gao et al. [30] propose a white box approach
called cellular batching for serving heterogeneous requests. To minimize the padding overhead cellular batching makes the batching
decisions at the granularity of an RNN cell. Compared to MBS, this
approach does not take into consideration the dynamic variations
in the workload arrival intensity and request size distribution and

6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We introduce MBS, a framework that leverages analytical models
and Bayesian optimization to unburden the thorny tasks of manual
tuning serverless functions to process heterogeneous ML inference
workloads. MBS observes the system workload to detect the optimal
batching and system configurations that minimize the monetary
cost while preserving SLO. The performance of MBS is evaluated
against state-of-the-art approaches using real (bursty) traces. Results show that MBS predicts the request latency distribution with
high accuracy (maximum error smaller than 10%) regardless of load
intensity and request heterogeneity (i.e., request size distribution).
Compared to existing approaches, MBS preserves SLO while reducing the monetary cost by up to 8 × in public serverless platforms.
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